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Cloud computing service abstractions have been broadly classified at three levels—as relevant to IT managers (as Infrastructure as a Service, IAAS), developers (Platform as a Service, PAAS), or end users (Software as a Service, SAAS). However, scientists and business enterprises have found it difficult to choose the right cloud services for leveraging the cloud’s disruptive economies of scale: elastic computational power or storage. Reference architectures for the cloud have been particularly lacking, as have specifications of the key interactions between various cloud services and deployment configurations. This is likely due to the organic emergence of the cloud. Ten years ago, the notions behind cloud conflicted with best practices of exotic and expensive hardware and software, as opposed to low-cost, commodity alternatives. But, as Google, Yahoo, and other web innovators have shown, those days are over; clouds can scale economically using commodity hardware and specialized cloud software. The time is ripe for an explicit software engineering focus when considering the cloud.

While clouds are new, several best practices and specific lessons from the world of Grid Computing [1] have a great potential for adoption. The notion of Domain Specific Software Architectures (DSSA) [2] when applied to grids enables the articulation of service component interactions both at configuration time and at runtime [3]. Using a cloud DSSA, we uncover several interesting parallels between grids and clouds. Specifically we look into key examples from Amazon web services (representative of IAAS), Microsoft Azure and Google App Engine (representative of PAAS), and Gmail or Hotmail email service (representative of SAAS) to illustrate the power of applying DSSA. Given the plethora of cloud computing service offerings, we argue that DSSA could represent a plausible model for comparative analysis, helping to illustrate tradeoffs in various cloud service offerings.
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